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Status
 Closed

Subject
make plugin pivottable look and feel (3rd party css) adapt to currently chosen theme style

Version
17.x

Category
• Support request
• Consistency

Feature
Theme: Look & feel, Styles, CSS, Theme Control Center
Wiki Plugin (extends basic syntax)

Resolution status
Partially solved

Submitted by
Xavier de Pedro

Volunteered to solve
Gary Cunningham-Lee

Lastmod by
Xavier de Pedro

Rating
★★★ ★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ (0) 0

Description
make plugin pivottable look and feel (3rd party css) adapt to currently chosen theme style
See it explained in the following screencast:

Solution
This is done now, in trunk commit r60069. The pivot.css file is replicated and pertinent values replaced with variables in a new pivot-tiki.less. These get default values from tiki-variables.less, which themes can override with their style sheets. pivot-tiki.less can probably be reduced in size, and some jquery-ui elements aren't completely styled; also some themes have special rules for buttons etc that aren't reflected
yet.

Update: Thanks Gary, tested and working nicely enough (Way better than before), so closing this task for now, as this is enough for the time being for our clients, at least. If anyone needs more tweaking, they’ll reopen the bug/wish, or create a new one, etc. Thanks heaps (and Marc).
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Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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